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Daughter, listen to your aunt and uncle and have a nice trip!

Sure dad. Goodbye! See you soon!

Hi, Mariana!

Hello Auntie, Hi Uncle!! Hi Luke, Hi Ana!

Yay, I’m so excited!

You will love the beach, Mar. We’re going to have a lot of fun!
LOOK, KIDS! THE BEACH IS UP AHEAD ALREADY!
WOW!!

WE HAVE ARRIVED, KIDS.

LET'S DROP OUR BAGS OFF INSIDE...

LET'S ENJOY OUR BEACH DAY!
AT THE BEACH

THIS IS OUR FAVORITE BEACH, MARI. HERE WE HAVE ALL WE NEED.

COME ON, KIDS. WE HAVE TO FIND A SPOT TO SET OUR BEACH UMBRELLA.

THERE'S A FREE SPOT OVER THERE!

ANA... HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A SEA TURTLE HERE?

OF COURSE, MARI! WE EVEN BROUGHT ONE!
LUKE IS BLOWING IT.

WHAT?

COCONUT WATER, ICE CREAM...COME ON, IT'S FOR SALE!!!

SUNGLASSES, BEADS FOR SALE...

YES, I WANT A CHOCOLATE ICE CREAM!

AND I WANT TO BUY NEW SUNGLASSES.
AND I WANT TO TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT THE SEA!

EXCUSE ME, SORRY.

IT SEEMS A BIT LIKE A SEA TURTLE!!

WHAT IS THAT THING OVER THERE?
AHN... IT'S JUST A BUNCH OF... STUFF.

HMM... IT LOOKS LIKE THE BEACH IS QUITE DIFFERENT FROM WHAT I THOUGHT.

THERE ARE SO MANY PEOPLE AND I HAVEN'T SEEN ANY MARINE ANIMAL...

HEY, STEP ASIDE, HUMAN!

I SAW IT FIRST! IT'S MINE!
NO, I WASN'T GOING TO GET ANYTHING! I WAS JUST STARING AT THIS RUBBISH.

RUBBISH? AND YOU EVEN CALL MY FOOD, RUBBISH? LISTEN, GIRL...

YOU ARE A REAL ANIMAL!

WHAT'S YOUR NAME?

START TAKING NOTES, GIRL.

WELL... IT'S BEEN A LONG TIME SINCE SOMEONE HAS ASKED ME THIS

MY NAME IS URULISSES.

I AM A VULTURE, AND I DON'T EAT RUBBISH. I EAT CARCASSES...

I DON'T HUNT LIKE A JAGUAR.

BUT I EAT MEAT TOO.

MEAT FROM RECENTLY DEAD ANIMALS,

OR MAYBE SOME PICKINGS THAT YOU, HUMANS, LEAVE BEHIND.
OH, I GOT IT!

MY NAME IS MARIANA!

MR. URULISSES, HAVE YOU EVER SEEN ANY SEA TURTLE AROUND HERE?

YES, MANY.

BUT DON'T GET TOO HOPEFUL. NOWADAYS IT'S RARE SEEING ONE.

AHHNNN...

BUT IN THE OLD DAYS, THINGS WERE QUITE DIFFERENT AROUND HERE. IF YOU WANT TO HEAR THE STORY...

WELL, I HAD SOME GOOD FRIENDS AROUND HERE... BUT EVERYTHING CHANGED AFTER SO MANY ATTACKS FROM THE GANG... IT WAS TERRIBLE!

ATTACKS? GANG? TELL ME MORE, MR. URULISSES, PLEASE!
Some time ago, this place was full of life. We lived in peace here on this beach.
However, a while ago the beach started to get crowded with humans... yes, you are always doing your weird things, being loud and intimidating.

But what's even worse is that you humans brought monsters with you. Actually you brought an entire gang of them.

They were so many, they arrived like a storm! Attacking anyone, mercilessly...

They came from everywhere, sometimes they even disguised themselves as food... we call them The Ghost Storm!
...everyone that could, left this place...

...those who stayed, live in fear of a new attack...

Today, there's only a few of us left, and the humans that come here are not nice to us.
Oh Look! Another Carcass Over There!

Well, That’s the Story!

Goodbye Girl!

What on Earth are you doing? Let me go, naughty girl!

Hey, wait, please. I don’t want to stay here alone.

Can I go with you?

Humph! OK, fine. I can walk with you...

But be aware, the sand hides lots of dangers...
OUCH! I STEPPED ON SOMETHING!

POF

AAAH!!

AAAAAAH A GHOST!

I TOLD YOU IT WAS DANGEROUS TO WALK ON THE SAND!!
OH GOSH! HELP! MY LIFE IS OVER!

HEY, URULISSES, LOOK! IT ISN'T A GHOST.

GHOST? NO WAY! I AM JUST A CAN.

AND WE ARE COTTON BUDS. WE HELP TO CLEAN PEOPLE'S EARS.

AND I AM A PLASTIC CUP, OR AT LEAST, I WAS ONE.

WE ARE HERE, THROWN AWAY AND FORGOTTEN. WE ARE CALLED TRASH AND SEEN AS THE BAD GUYS. WE DON'T WANT TO FRIGHTEN ANYBODY. WE ARE WHAT REMAINED FROM WHEN WE WERE NEAT AND USEFUL.
I DON'T GET IT. HOW DID YOU GET HERE?

WATCH OUT, MARIANA! DON'T BELIEVE THEM!

COOL DOWN, MISTER VULTURE.

WE WERE USED BY HUMANS THAT Didn'T DISPOSE OF US CORRECTLY, AND FLUSHED US DOWN THE TOILET!

IT WAS TERRIBLE! WE SLIPPED THROUGH THE WASTE PIPE AND BUMPED ON A LOT OF OTHER THINGS.

WE WERE DUMPED IN A RIVER...

FROM THE RIVER WE CAME TO THE SEA AND THEN ENDED UP HERE.

THE WAVES DRAGGED US BACK AND FORTH. WE GOT TANGLED TOGETHER WITH THEM AND HERE WE ARE, IN THE SAND.
GOOD GRIEF! I DIDN’T KNOW PEOPLE THREW CUPS INTO THE TOILET BOWL!

IT WASN’T THROUGH THE TOILET BOWL THAT I GOT HERE.

MY STORY IS DIFFERENT. IT STARTED TEN YEARS AGO. OH, IF ONLY THAT LITTLE BOY HAD LISTENED TO HIS TEACHER...

I’VE BEEN STROLLING AROUND THE SHORE SINCE THEN AND NOBODY HAS REAPED ME.

BUT HE THREW ME THROUGH THE BUS WINDOW...

SOME PARTS OF ME GOT LOST IN THE SEA. OTHERS LAY UNDER THE SAND, AND SOME PARTS WERE EVEN...SNIFF... SWALLOWED BY ANIMALS!

WOW! I DIDN’T KNOW THAT PLASTIC TEARS UP LIKE THIS! I’VE LEARNED AT SCHOOL THAT THE MATERIALS WE USE CAN TAKE A LONG TIME TO DISAPPEAR IN NATURE.

OH GOSH! I DON’T WANNA BE LOST FOR SUCH A LONG TIME! HELP ME!

AND YOU, CAN... WHAT’S YOUR STORY?

IT WAS RIGHT NOW. SEE THAT GUY THERE? HE THREW ME AT THE SEA AFTER HE FINISHED DRINKING!
THAT’S ABSURD! WHEN WILL PEOPLE LEARN TO DISCARD WASTE PROPERLY?

HUM... WELL, I CAN HELP!

I HAVE AN IDEA! EVERYONE, GET INSIDE HERE! I’M GOING TO TAKE YOU TO THE RIGHT PLACE!

WE JUST NEED TO FIND A RECYCLING BIN.

I SAW SOME AROUND THERE ON THE FOOTPATH. I CAN TAKE YOU THERE, MARIANA.

WHAT WAS THAT?

SOMEONE IS ASKING FOR HELP! THE SOUND CAME FROM THERE! LET’S GO!

HEEELP!

IT’S A SAND CRAB!

CAREFUL! THERE IT IS... NEXT TO MY BURROW...
DAMN, MARIANA, IT'S ANOTHER GHOST!!!

COME ON, SHOW YOURSELF! I'M NOT AFRAID OF YOU!

NO, MARIANA, BEWARE! THIS GHOST REALLY HURT THE SAND CRAB!

OH REALLY? SO, TAKE THAT!
Hey, Uru, relax.

It isn’t a ghost… it is just a…

Toy tractor, kid!

I was left behind. We were so many toys… the kids packed up the shovel, the bucket, the robot, the buoy… and forgot me…

I was just trying to hide in that burrow, but it looks like I’m not working properly.

Look! The strange liquid that hurt the sand crab came out of here.
HUM! I GOT IT!

I WILL TAKE THIS BATTERY AND CAREFULLY PUT IT INSIDE MY BAG.

I’LL GET RID OF THIS ONLY AFTER FINDING THE RIGHT RECYCLING BIN.

NOW, URU, CAN YOU HELP ME TAKE THE TRACTOR UP TO THE RECYCLING BIN?

OK, I THINK SO.

COOL! SO WE MEET AT THE BINS.

AFFIRMATIVE, MARIANA.
GOODBYE, MISS SAND CRAB. IT WAS NICE MEETING YOU!

THANKS A LOT FOR HELPING! YOU SAVED MY LIFE!

MA’AM SAND CRAB, YOU ARE SAFE NOW. YOU CAN GO BACK TO YOUR BURROW IN PEACE.

MR. TRACTOR, WE’RE ALMOST THERE.

WOW, WHO IS FLYING UP THERE? IS THAT URONALDO?

IS THERE SOMEONE ELSE WITH HIM?

AND WHY IS HE COMING RIGHT IN MY DIRECTION?

AAAHH!

URU, I GOT TANGLED!!
ARR!

VRAAP

WOW!

AAH!

VUSH

URONALDO, FLY DOWNWARD WITH ME!

PLOFT
HELP!
AAHRR
MARIANA, IT'S THE TWITCHING PUFFERFISH!

WHAT THE HECK...

I JUST WANTED TO BE RECYCLED!

I'M FREE!
I only twitch nowadays, allright? Once I was graceful and willowy... My friends and I, we were all so colorful and beautiful together!

Uru, this isn’t a ghost! It’s a deflated balloon!

But it looked so much like it... Err we thought it was the twitching pufferfish!

Until the day came, I was finally sold to a little girl. She seemed to like me a lot, but in the moment an iceman showed up, she let go off me... I wandered around with the wind, and then I started deflating...

I fell into the sand and then this vulture tried to eat me. Luckily I was able to tie up on its beck before getting swallowed.

Wow, what a danger! Good thing I didn’t swallow a twitch... Sorry, balloon. I was snooping into a carcass.... It was in the middle of my food.

I am very afraid of the ghosts from here, you know? I was attacked in the past and I still have the scars: who made this was the sharpy ghost that lives on the rocks at the end of the beach.

Well, balloon, you lady should go to the bin with us!
I THINK I ALREADY KNOW WHAT IT COULD BE! URU, LET’S GO TO THE ROCKS! I THINK I CAN SOLVE THIS ONE...

MARIANA, HAVE YOU LISTENED? GOING TO THE ROCKS IT’S DANGEROUS.

CALM DOWN URU—THERE IS NO REASON TO BE AFRAID—NOTHING IS GOING TO ATTACK US.

AND HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT? LOOK AT WHAT IT HAD DONE TO URONALDO! WE WON’T GET CLOSE TO THE

LOOK, URU, WE DON’T NEED TO GO THERE TOGETHER, OK?

I’M GOING ALONE—PLEASE, TAKE THE TRACTOR TO THE RECYCLING BIN.

SEE YOU.
Mariana, have you listened? Going to the rocks it's dangerous.

And how do you know that? Look at what it had done to Ronaldo! We won't get close to the

I think I already know what it could be! Uru, let's go to the rocks! I think I can solve this one...

Calm down Uru, there is no reason to be afraid. Nothing is going to attack us.

Look, Uru, we don't need to go there together, ok? I'm going alone.

Please, take the tractor to the recycling bin.

See you.
UFFH... THE BEACH'S END IS SO FAR!

IT MUST BE HERE, BETWEEN THESE ROCKS.

I'LL GO THROUGH HERE.
AHH!

OH NO! GET OFF!

SSSSSSSS

MARIANA, I'LL SAVE YOU!

WOW, URU?!

NHACK
OH GOD! URU! HAVE YOU TRIED TO SAVE ME? HAVE YOU HURT YOURSELF?

HEY, GIRL, WATCH OUT! DON'T STEP ON ME! I AM SORRY, I DIDN'T WANT TO ATTACK ANYONE. I'VE BEEN STUCK IN THIS CRACK FOR AGES.

I USED TO LIGHT UP A HOUSE NEARBY, UNTIL THE HOUSE OWNERS DECIDED TO REDECORATE THE PLACE. THEY CHANGED ALL THE LIGHTBULBS...THE ONLY THING THEY DIDN'T WORRY ABOUT WAS DISCARDING US CORRECTLY...THEY PUT US ON THE STREET ON A RAINY DAY AND THE WATER DRAGGED ME HERE.

OH, I SEE, MRS LIGHTBULB. STAY CALM! I'LL TAKE YOU TO THE APPROPRIATE BIN TOO!

URU, ARE YOU OKAY? DID YOU SPEAK IN CHINESE??

ANNH...IT WASN'T ME...
ANNH, DID YOU UNDERSTAND ANYTHING IT SAID?

NOT A SINGLE WORD, MARI.

I CAN EXPLAIN... THIS POOR ONE CAME FROM FAR AWAY. WE GOT TANGLED TO EACH OTHER THAT DAY WHEN THE RAIN DRAGGED ME. IT'S BEEN SO LONG THAT I'VE LEARNED A LITTLE BIT OF CHINESE! THE TOOTHPASTE TUBE WAS THROWN THROUGH A SHIP'S WINDOW... AND CAME FLOATING THROUGH THE SEA, FROM CHINA TO BRAZIL.

WELL, ENOUGH WAITING! LET'S TAKE YOU ALL TO THE RIGHT PLACE RIGHT NOW!
ALL ABOARD, PLEASE. THIS BAG IS GETTING FULL ALREADY. WE NEED TO GET TO THE RECYCLING BINS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

AND HURRY UP, THE TIDE HAS RISEN.

AAAH, URU?? WHERE ARE YOU??!

HELP ME, MARIANA!!!

IT IS ONE OF THE GHOSTS! IT CAUGHT ME!!!

URUUU, NOOO!

SPLASH
Cough, cough.

We’re safe. Can you talk to me?

Ah-ah-ah-ah...

Mariana... the ghost... right behind you...

Calm down... sorry I’ve almost drowned you, little girl! I know it looks like it, but I’m not a ghost. I am just a lost fishing net.
I got lost and came floating until I got stuck on those rocks. Hard times... Lots of animals got frightened by me. They cried: Ghost net! It is so sad that I am such an awful threat... It's been days since someone has swum near me.

Oh my, that's so bad! But does your fisherman live nearby? We could take you back to him.

Yes, that's a great idea! You can take me to that boat over there...

I need to untangle my foot... Wow, there's a lot of stuff on you...

Wait a minute! Uru, look! Another mystery has been solved! The thing that dragged you into the water wasn't a ghost! It was a grocery store's plastic bag!

Grocery Store

I came floating and diving. I've been bitten... Now I look like a strainer, full of holes...

To be recycled is a dream to all of us, but it's almost impossible!

Yes, that's right, I'm not part of a ghost storm, I only came from a grocery store! Sometimes we are left behind after being used to carry goods...

I can't believe it! We ought to understand that our daily attitudes make the difference!

Come to the bin too, Mr. Plastic bag.
Uru, are you feeling better? I have to go...my family must be worried.

I think so.

Wait, what's that over there in the water?

Hello! Were you the ones who took the ghost net out of here?

It is a sea turtle!

Thank you very much, it was being hard not to pass through here.

This place is full of brown algae that I l-o-v-e to eat!

Oh, no worries, sea turtle!

I'll tell everyone that this place is safe again.
GOODBYE! I’LL NEVER FORGET YOUR HELP.

GOODBYE, SEA TURTLE!!

SEE YOU!

MARIANA, WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?!

WE WERE LOOKING FOR YOU EVERYWHERE!

OH, TOO MANY HUMANS!

OK, NICE! WE ARE PROUD OF YOU, MARI. LET’S THROW THIS TRASH OUT PROPERLY.

EVERYTHING IS ALRIGHT, GUYS. I HELPED TO COLLECT THE TRASH THAT WAS DISTURBING THE SEA CREATURES.

THERE WERE SO MANY ANIMALS IN DANGER AT THE BEACH!

YUCK, HER BAG IS FULL OF TRASH!
Hey, Uru, you don’t need to be afraid! Come closer.

Thank you for everything, human girl, you saved many lives here today!

I will be always flying around, Mary.

You are welcome, my friend. Take care, please! I’m gonna miss you!

And that’s all mates! This story continues with you too! Let’s help to keep our beaches cleaner every day!

The End
This is Mariana! In 2016, when she was 5 years old, Mari and her dad got to know the “Understand the Debris” Program, which is an awareness-raising strategy. After learning more about the topic which already called their attention, dad and daughter organized a cleanup event putting into action a family dream, a project called “Viva Mariana” (“Live, Mariana” Project).

Apart from recovering items we find on streets, at rivers, beaches and seas, what else can we do to decrease the amount of debris in the environment?

And it is also nice to remember that rubbish is a material that cannot be used anymore at all! That is why we should treat this as a used material, that can have other destinies.
About the animals

**Popular name:** Vulture  
**Scientific name:** Coragyps atratus  
**Diet:** Eat dead animals (sacrophagus)  
**Habitat:** low vegetated and urban areas  
**Global distribution:** American continent  
**Curiosity:** these birds do not present feathers on their heads and necks, which facilitates feeding carcasses and preventing diseases

![Vulture](image)

**Popular name:** Crab  
**Scientific name:** Ocypode quadrata  
**Diet:** Varies – insects, small crustaceans and organic matter derived from plants  
**Habitat:** sandy beaches or estuaries  
**Global distribution:** Ocidental Atlantic Ocean, from Rhode Island in the United States down to Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil.  
**Curiosity:** their colour changes a lot while the animals grow

![Crab](image)

**Popular name:** Green Turtle  
**Scientific name:** Chelonia mydas  
**Diet:** Varies from omnivore when a hatchling to herbivore when adult  
**Habitat:** coastal waters, islands or bays, with a lot of algae  
**Global distribution:** tropical and subtropical waters  
**Curiosity:** for every 1000 born hatchlings, only 1 or 2 reach adulthood

![Green Turtle](image)
In real life

These are some of the items that inspired our story, all of them found in Brazilian beaches. Did you know that plastic is the most common material found amongst the debris in the marine environment? Because of its high durability and floatability, plastic objects are usually taken to the coastal regions. However, there are other materials that comprise what we see at beaches. What other types of waste can we find?

In other cases the materials arrive at the beach in small sizes. Fibers are eliminated during the washing process of synthetic cloathing, for example. And we cannot forget microbeads from health care products such as some toothpastes, and exfoliant soaps.

Did you know that some materials break into tiny pieces and can be ingested by marine animals? With time it gets harder and harder to recover this material/take this material out of the sea!
Net-Words

Help Mariana finding the turtle! Which other marine organisms can you find?

Hey, could you find anything else that should not be at sea? Write here!

For how long might these items rest in the oceans if you hadn’t found them?
There is litter on the bottom?

Help me find **seven** things that should not be here under the sea!

Did you know that scientists have found litter on the Mariana’s Abyss (Japan, 10.898m deep)? This is the deepest place in the oceans!
Where should the litter be thrown?

Nowadays we buy many things that sometimes we don’t even need! Before buying any product, we must always rethink if it is really necessary. In case it is, we have a few options to deal with the materials that will not be used the same way again. Try to find different options of paths! Beware not to take this bottle to the wrong spot.

In the oceans there are large areas with floating debris! Can you imagine your house full of trash?

Even though the last option is to dispose the material in a regular bin, at least it is a way to make sure that your litter will not end up in the sea. Refuse, reduce, reuse and separate for recycling!
What are the problems caused by marine debris?

Link the animals to the impact(s) marine litter can cause at sea (remember, one animal can be exposed to more than one impact).

- Can starve because of a fishing line around the mouth
- Can lose quality of life
- Can ingest the litter as if it was food
- Can get hurt with broken glass
- Can be entangled in a fishing net

Did you know that even the tiny zooplankton ingest small debris particles?
What can we do to avoid marine debris?

What are the daily habits you can change in order to contribute?

It is important to remember that there is no “throwing out”, because there is no “outside”. The planet is one interconnected system, and if your waste is not recycled, it will accumulate somewhere else in the planet… as trash or as smoke and dust.

Separating your waste and taking it to be recycled is a good idea! That’s the way we guarantee a happy ending to the waste we generate!

Therefore, the best solution of all is to think about the use of each material… this or that, do I really need it? The reduction of waste generation starts with you!
Mariana meets Normarzinho, Petty Officer of the Brazilian Navy

**WOW! HAVE YOU FOUND ALL OF THIS ON THE BEACH?**

**THAT'S A LOT OF TRASH! I WORK IN THE BRAZILIAN NAVY AND WE PUT EFFORT IN THE PREVENTION OF PROBLEMS, FOR EXAMPLE, SURVEILLING VESSELS, PATROLLING OUR SEAS, SUPPORTING SCIENTISTS IN THEIR RESEARCH, PROVIDING SECURITY TO THE NAVIGATORS AND MUCH MORE.**

**DID YOU KNOW THAT A GREAT PART OF BRAZIL'S TERRITORY IS ON THE OCEAN?**

**REALLY? ON THE OCEAN? HOW COME?**

**YES, ON THE OCEAN WE HAVE ALMOST HALF THE TERRITORIAL AREA THAT WE HAVE ON LAND! WE CALL THIS AREA THE BLUE AMAZON, AND IT HAS MANY RESOURCES.**

**NICE, I WILL RESEARCH MORE ABOUT IT!**

**TELL EVERYONE ABOUT IT! IT IS IMPORTANT THAT ALL CITIZENS PARTICIPATE, TOGETHER WITH THE NAVY, TO PROTECT THE BLUE AMAZON!**
What is the Blue Amazon?

In November 16th, in Brazil, we celebrate the National Day of the Blue Amazon. The goal is to raise the awareness of the population towards this enormous oceanic territory.

Brazil has a vast maritime area under national jurisdiction with an unquestionable importance. Apart from influencing the Brazilian weather, the Blue Amazon embraces national oil and gas reservoirs, it is the main economic route from the country to the rest of the world, and it contains a great diversity of natural resources such as fishing stock, marine biotechnology and mineral resources. Due to representing the equivalent of 52% of Brazil’s terrestrial area, with dimensions and biodiversity similar to that of the Amazon forest, it was agreed that this marine area should be called the Blue Amazon. With that, the Brazilian territory corresponds to 12,951,766 km². What about your country, do you have an oceanic territory?
**A little bit more information**

**Brazilian National Continental Shelf Survey Plan**

The Brazilian National Continental Shelf Survey Plan is working towards defining the external limit of the Brazilian Continental Shelf, beyond the 200 nautical miles (Economic Exclusive Zone), in which Brazil will have full sovereignty to exploit the natural resources of the marine bottom and underground. The study of the external limit of the Brazilian Continental Shelf was forwarded to the UN in order to increase 960,000 km² into Brazilian territory, that summed up with the 3,500,000 km² of the EEZ, will guarantee a total maritime area of 4.5 millions km², enlarging the Blue Amazon.

**Mineral Resources**

The Brazilian sea, apart from oil and gas, keeps many other reservoirs of non-living resources that represent an important source of wealth to the country, such as salt, sand, gravel, phosphorites, cobalt crusts, sulfide and polymetallic nodules.

**Marine Biotechnology**

The ocean contains a great variety of marine organisms with biotechnological value, that have properties which can be applied in numerous contexts such as pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, food supply and agriculture. Brazil has been stimulating the development and innovation in the diverse areas of Marine Sciences, aiming to transform the rich biodiversity into products.
Do you want to know more about marine debris?

There are different institutions in Brazil that work with awareness-raising about the problems caused by marine debris! One example is the Brazilian Network Against Marine Debris, organized by UN Environment of Brazil and Instituto Ecosurf, network in which we can find where in Brazil these institutions are! Where can you find activities like that in your country? Have you ever been on a CleanUp? What was the weirdest item you've encountered?


Other comic books of the Blue Amazon Collection:

"Blue Amazon Booklet"
"Atobaldo and friends in: The São Pedro and São Paulo Archipelago"
"Proantar: Brazil in Antarctica"
"Trindade Island and Martin Vaz Archipelago - the story of where the sun first reaches Brasil"

These and other publications are available (in portuguese) for download in: www.marinha.mil.br/secirm/publicacoes
Unscrambling

Where do marine debris come from? Beware, the letters are scrambled! Afterwords, answer the question!

TYCI

HGSIFNI

OTRSAPTRN

OUMIRTS

Cool! Now that you have figured out some possible sources of marine debris, answer: **Who is responsible for them?**

Did you know that 8 of every 10 items that we find at sea come from land activities? We need to make sure that no material we generate arrives into the ocean!
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